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NetEnt’s Asgardian Stones™ to
immerse players in mythical quest
NetEnt, leading provider of digital gaming solutions, has unveiled its
newest fantasy-based game, Asgardian Stones™, which delves into
the realms of Nordic mythology and includes industry first crush
features.

The 5-reel, 3-row, 20-bet lines video slot sets pulses racing as it takes players into
magical surroundings, where only the bravest warriors can live amongst the Gods.
The mystic game includes a Colossal Crush feature, where colossal symbols crush
those underneath releasing their energy to increase the win multiplier, as well as a free
spin wheel that crushes symbols and rows.
The brand-new Colossal Crush feature is an industry first and showcases that NetEnt
continues to lead the way in the online casino world with innovative games and gaming
experience.
With an atmospheric Norse soundtrack, players will be immersed into a game filled with
twists and turns as they attempt to overcome the colossal giant stones to gain entry
into the enchanted world.
“Our team has worked tirelessly during the process of designing and creating
Asgardian Stones™ and really look forward to see the game finally out with players all
over the world,

“The Colossal Crush feature is an industry first and only adds to the excitement this
game offers, so we can’t wait to see the reaction from the gaming world as we continue
our positive start to 2018.” said Henrik Fagerlund, Chief Product Officer of NetEnt.
View Asgardian Stones game demo
For additional information please contact:
press@netent.com
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